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This report was created to inform stakeholders of and help them understand the Kurita 
Group’s approach toward and efforts related to environmental, social, and governance 
(ESG) issues. Although having previously issued the Kurita Group Environmental 
Report once a year through fiscal 2016, the Group will issue the Kurita Group Social 
and Environmental Report, which includes information on various topics including 
governance, compliance, human rights, human resource development, quality, and 
safety, in fiscal 2017.

      In this report, Kurita Group’s ESG efforts are divided into three sections, 
“Management,” “Society,” and “Environment.” The “Society” section covers the 
Kurita Group’s current approach toward and efforts related to ESG for each group of 
stakeholders, such as customers, business partners, employees, shareholders, investors, 
and local communities. This information can also be found on the Kurita Water 
Industries website.

      The Group will continue to disclose information, such as non-financial information.

Organizations covered
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and other domestic 
and overseas Kurita Group companies (Some 
information on overseas business companies
is included in the report)

Period covered
Fiscal 2017 (April 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017).
(Some policies adopted and data as of April 
2017 or later is included in the report)

Guidelines referred to
Environmental Reporting Guidelines 2012 / 
Environmental Accounting Guidelines 2005 
(Ministry of the Environment)

Editorial Policy Report Details

Company Name Kurita Water Industries Ltd.

Head Office 
Location

Nakano Central Park East,10-1, 
Nakano 4-chome, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 
164-0001, Japan

Representative   Michiya Kadota, President

Date of 
Establishment July 13, 1949

Paid-in Capital ¥13,450 million

Net Sales ¥214,187 million
(on a consolidated basis, as of March 31, 2017)

Closing of 
Accounts March 31

Stock Exchange 
Listing    

First Section of the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange

Transfer Agent     Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Bank, Ltd.

Number of 
Employees 

5,654 (on a consolidated basis)
1,536 (parent company)

Net Sales 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017
Water 

Treatment 
Chemicals

56,091 58,844 59,999 83,680 81,883

Water 
Treatment 
Facilities

124,052 119,292 129,399 130,692 132,304

Total 180,143 178,137 189,398 214,372 214,187

Company Information

Corporate Data

Ratio of Employees in Each Region (As of March 31, 2017) (Persons)

Japan

China

Asia

%

%

%

% %

(3,781）

(221）

(375）

(641）

66.9
6.6

11.3

Europe Others

(636）11.2 3.9

Net Sales by Segment (on a consolidated basis)
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（Millions of yen）
Water Treatment Chemicals

2013 2014 2015 2016

Water Treatment Facilities

Water Treatment Chemicals
● Boiler water treatment chemicals
● Cooling water treatment chemicals
● Wastewater treatment chemicals
● Process treatment chemicals
● Packaged contracts
　・ Cooling water / Boiler water supply contracts
　・ Comprehensive wastewater treatment 
      contracts, etc.
● Chemical injection and dosing equipment, etc.

Water Treatment Facilities
For general industries
● Water treatment systems
● Wastewater reclamation systems
● Wastewater treatment systems
● Soil remediation
● Chemical cleaning
● Maintenance services, operation

For the electronics industry
● Ultrapure water production systems
● Wastewater reclamation systems
● Wastewater treatment systems
● Tool cleaning
● Maintenance services, operation
● Ultrapure water supply business

Water
Treatment
Facilities

The Kurita Group’s
comprehensive

capabilities

Maintenance
Services

Water
Treatment
Chemicals

The Kurita Group has accumulated technological expertise on water treatment since its foundation.
 To meet customers’ needs, such as improving productivity and reducing their environmental impact, the Kurita 
Group provides comprehensive solutions to customers by integrating a variety of technologies, products, and services in 
three business areas: water treatment chemicals, water treatment facilities, and maintenance services.

The Kurita Group Social and Environmental Report 2017

＊For the years ended March 31

Tool cleaning
Water quality

and
environmental 

analysis

Soil and 
groundwater 
remediation

Water treatment 
facilities 

maintenance
Water treatment 

facilities 
manufacturing 

and sales

Water treatment 
chemicals 

manufacturing 
and sales

Water treatment 
facilities 

operation and 
maintenance

Chemical 
cleaning

Flushing plant 
facilities

Manufacture and 
sale of water 

treatment equipment 
and products for 

general households
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Kurita Group Code of Conduct

● Relationship with society and the global environment
● Relationship with shareholders and investors
● Relationship with customers and business partners
● Relationship with employees

Corporate Philosophy

Corporate Vision

Management Guidelines

Core Values

Fairness Transparency Integrity Safety Compatibility

The Kurita Group,s 21st Century Vision

The Kurita Group’s 21st Century Vision depicts 
what the Kurita Group will become in the future 
by embodying the dream of returning to our 
corporate philosophy, 
the origin of the Kurita Group, and how we want 
Kurita to be; the principles we continue to cherish; 
and our determination realize this vision.

World's Top-Class Water 
and Environmental 
Business

Creation of New Business

Technology-Driven 
Company

Full Use of the Group's 
Comprehensive Strength

Enhanced Development 
of Human Resources

Fulfillment of Social 
Responsibility
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Study the properties of water, master them, 
and we will create an environment in which 
nature and man are in harmony

Kurita will contribute to society by conducting research into the 
essential properties of water in an extensive manner to search for and 
add new value and functions to water and by making the maximum 
possible use of this limited resource.

Kurita will shift from the "treatment of water" to give basic support
to industries and people's livelihoods to the "creation of water" to 
harmonize human society with the natural environment.

Kurita will strive to develop and provide products, technologies, and 
services from the viewpoint of customers.

＊The corporate philosophy was formulated in 1989, at the time of 
 the 40th anniversary of the Company,s founding.

Becoming an Advanced Water and 
Environmental Management 
Company
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Message from the President

We Contribute to the Development of a Sustainable Society and Economy by 
Squarely Grappling with Water and Environmental Issues.
Enterprises nowadays are expected to respond appropriately to sustainability issues, and in particular the 
sustainable development of society and the economy. The Kurita Group’s corporate philosophy states, “Study the 
properties of water, master them, and we will create an environment in which nature and man are in harmony.” 
As a Group, we are committed to contributing to solutions that address global-scale sustainability issues related 
to water and the environment. I believe that our customers, business partners, shareholders, and investors set high 
expectations for the Kurita Group. Our stakeholders expect to see continued growth driven by our contributions to 
sustainability.
 The Kurita Group possesses the technology, human resources, and expertise necessary to provide 
solutions to a diverse range of water and environmental issues. By leveraging these strengths, we are able to focus 
our efforts on finding solutions to such issues as sustainable use of water and energy resources, waste reduction, 
and enhancement of industrial productivity and product quality. Ultimately, through these activities, we will 
contribute to the development of a sustainable society and economy.

The Kurita Group’s Management is Conducted with a High Degree of 
Transparency, and Has a Strong Focus on Responding to Environmental, 
Social, and Corporate Governance (ESG) Issues. We Aim to Grow Enterprise 
Value Based on a Long-Term Perspective.
All of the Kurita Group’s corporate activities are premised on behavior that is based on legal compliance and social 
ethics. Furthermore, the Group responds appropriately to ESG issues. As part of this commitment, in October 2016 
we established the Kurita Group Code of Conduct. As the Group expands its operations globally, this code of 
conduct transcends the boundaries of language, custom, and cultural circumstance to define the basic standards of 
conduct with which all officers and employees of the Group must comply. In addition, in April 2017 the Company 
abolished its Compliance Committee, and established the Environmental and Social Committee. This new committee 
has expanded functions covering compliance activities and corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities. The move 
is aimed at strengthening measures related to compliance, social, and environmental issues.
 We intend to communicate widely with customers, business partners, employees, shareholders, investors, 
and local communities on initiatives taken to address ESG issues. To meet our stakeholders’ expectations in our CSR 
activities, this year we are publishing the Kurita Group Social and Environmental Report, which develops on from 
our previous annual publication of the Kurita Group Environmental Report. We intent to further strengthen our CSR 
activities, while increasing the transparency of the Group’s management and striving to grow the Group’s enterprise 
value from a long-term perspective.

The Kurita Group — which strives 
to realize its corporate philosophy 
through its business activities —
contributes to the creation of 
solutions to environmental and 
social sustainability issues.

President

Michiya Kadota

We will implement our corporate philosophy and 
contribute to society by striving to add new value 
and functions to water and by meeting global 
challenges such as the conservation of the natural 
environment and effective use of resources.

We will further progress our "water management" 
achieved through our state-of-the-art products, 
technologies, and services, thereby achieving 
"advanced management" to ensure that water of 
appropriate quality and quantity is available 
whenever and wherever it is needed.

We will further advance its service business in the 
water field to help customers meet their 
challenges, such as more safety, higher 
productivity, and lower environmental burden, 
thereby retaining the continued trust of our 
customers and realizing our own growth.
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Management

Corporate Governance

Basic Approach foward Corporate Governance
The Kurita Group aims to contribute broadly to society through corporate activities in the fields of water and the 
environment in accordance with the Kurita Group,s philosophy, “Study the properties of water, master them, and 
we will create an environment in which nature and man are in harmony.” The Kurita Group will make efforts to 
promote sustainable growth and enhance its corporate value in the medium and long term, deferring to the rights 
and position of various stakeholders such as customers, business partners, employees, shareholders, investors, and 
local communities while striving to meet their expectations. To this end, the Kurita Group will establish corporate 
governance, with the aim of realizing transparent, fair, prompt, and decisive decision-making measures and highly 
effective management supervision.

Corporate Governance Structure
●Directors and the Board of Directors
Composed of three or more directors, at least two of whom are outside directors, the Board of Directors ensures 
independence and objectivity. There is no upper limit on the number of directors. As of July 2017, there were 10 directors, 
two of whom were outside directors. Furthermore, the two outside directors are designated independent directors.
 The term of directors is one year to make it easy to respond to changes in the market environment, keep directors 
from becoming complacent about business, and provide maneuverability and flexibility in changing the management 
system. Furthermore, executive directors may not serve as directors or Audit & Supervisory Board members of other entities 
such as listed companies. Non-executive directors may not serve as directors or Audit & Supervisory Board members of 
more than three entities such as other listed companies (including Kurita Water Industries).
 In order to fulfill its function to effectively supervise the execution of operations, the Board of Directors 
is composed of members who possess expertise in not only fields such as the Group’s various business fields but 
also business planning, finance, accounting, legal affairs, technology, etc., forming a system that supplements the 
knowledge and experience necessary for the Board of Directors to make decisions.
 In addition to providing strategic direction that contributes to the sustainable growth of the Kurita Group in 
line with the corporate philosophy and deciding on the necessary operations to provide that direction, the Board of 
Directors supervises directors and overall business.
 The Board of Directors designates the president as the chairman of the Board and meets, as a general rule, 
at least once a month. The Board of Directors met 11 times in fiscal 2017.

● Members of the Audit & Supervisory Board and Audit & Supervisory Board
The Audit & Supervisory Board is composed of three or more members, at least one of whom is a specialist in the 
field of finance/accounting. There is no upper limit on the number of Audit & Supervisory Board members. As of July 
2017, there were three Audit & Supervisory Board members, two of whom were outside members. The two outside 
Audit & Supervisory Board members are designated independent members. The term of office for Audit & Supervisory 
Board members is four years, and there are restrictions on holding concurrent positions, just like for directors.
 In addition to checking directors’ execution of duties and Board of Directors’ execution of its supervisory 
duties, Audit & Supervisory Board members examine the state of assets throughout the Kurita Group, including 
subsidiaries, and audit the construction and operation of the system of internal controls by directors. Furthermore, 
Audit & Supervisory Board members attend important meetings, including those of the Board of Directors and the 
Executive Committee, and express their opinion from an independent perspective.
 Composed of three members, the Audit and Supervisory Board not only conducts audits in line with the 
policy and plans set by the Audit and Supervisory Board but also monitors and inspects the execution of operations 
by representative directors and business conduct of directors. During fiscal year ended March 2017, the Audit and 
Supervisory Board met 12 times.

●Executive Committee
As an entity that supplements decisions by the Board of Directors, the Executive Committee makes decisions on the 
execution of operations and undertakes various activities, including inspecting resolutions. The committee, which is 
composed of the president, directors with a grade of executive or above, the Corporate Planning Division manager, 
and directors and executive officers designated by the president, meets twice a month as a general rule.

●Internal Auditing Department
There is an Internal Auditing Department, which is directly under the president. The Internal Auditing Department 
conducts internal audits including those of Group companies, ascertains issues and problems related to the 
execution of operations, and proposes improvements to the president. It also monitors the operational state
of internal controls related to risk management and financial reporting.

●Nomination & Remuneration Advisory Council
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. has in place a Nomination & Remuneration Advisory Council, a voluntary committee 
to increase transparency in the decision-making process regarding remuneration for directors and nomination of 
directors and members of the Audit & Supervisory Board. The Council, which mainly comprises external directors 
and external members of the Audit & Supervisory Board, is consulted about candidates for officers and their 
remunerations, and submits a report on appropriateness thereof to the Board of Directors. Through the application 
of these processes, the effectiveness of improvements in transparency will be verified.

● Appropriate Cooperation among the Internal Auditing Department, the Audit &
    Supervisory Board, and the Accounting Auditor
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. has an Internal Auditing Department that is independent from operational execution 
functions and reports directly to the president. The Internal Auditing Department conducts internal audits of 
Group companies, identifies issues and problems in operational execution, and provides recommendations to the 
president on improvement measures. The Company has appointed Grant Thornton Taiyo LLC as its accounting 
auditor.
 As for the accounting auditor, Kurita Water Industries’ Audit & Supervisory Board nominates candidates, 
decides on proposals to hire, terminate, or retain the accounting auditor, and then submits the proposals to the 
general meeting of shareholders in line with the decision of the Board of Directors.
 Kurita Water Industries Ltd. not only provides opportunities for the president, business division managers, 
the Group Administrative Division manager, the Corporate Planning Division manager, and outside directors to meet 
with the accounting auditor but also fully cooperates with the accounting auditor. In addition, Audit & Supervisory 
Board members, the Internal Auditing Department, and accounting auditors work to strengthen collaboration by 
sharing audit plans and points of concerns among each other.

General Meeting of Shareholders

Nomination & 
Remuneration Advisory Council Board of Directors

President

Executive Committee

Internal Auditing Department

Members of the Audit & 
Supervisory Board

Audit & Supervisory Board
Accounting Auditor

Operating Divisions

Election & Dismissal
Consultation

Advisory

Report
InstructionDiscussion &

Report

Discussion & Report
Resolution
Election & Supervision

Election & Dismissal Election & Dismissal

答申

会計監査・内部統制監査

Audit Cooperation

Cooperation
Audit Report

Internal Audit

Accounting Audit & Internal Control Audit

Cooperation
Audit

Business Operations

E&S Committee &
Various Committees

諮問

Corporate Governance Structure (As of June 29, 2017)
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Remuneration System for Directors and Members of the Audit & 
Supervisory Board
The Company’s remuneration system for directors excluding external directors is composed of fixed remuneration 
as base remuneration, and incentive remuneration reflecting business results. The fixed remuneration system is 
adopted for external directors and members of the Audit & Supervisory Board, who perform oversight functions. 
An amount of the fixed remuneration is decided for each job title in case of directors and for each working style 
in case of members of the Audit & Supervisory Board. Part of the remuneration is paid to the Directors’ and 
Members’ of Audit & Supervisory Board Shareholding Scheme and allocated for purchasing the Company’s shares. 
The incentive remuneration consists of short-term incentive remuneration according to a degree of achievement 
in an annual business plan and evaluation of duties for which a person is responsible, and long-term incentive 
remuneration according to business performance and job title during the term of office. From June 2016, the 
Company increased the proportion 
of remuneration accounted for by 
performance-linked remuneration for 
directors excluding external directors, 
and introduced a performance-linked 
stock compensation program that grants 
stock at the time of their retirement as 
a long-term incentive. The purpose of 
this system is to increase motivation 
to contribute to a continuous growth 
of the Group and an improvement in 
corporate value, by sharing profits and 
risks caused by stock price fluctuation 
with the shareholders.

Management

Risk Management
● Risk Management Summary
The Kurita Group defines risk as any event that makes its sustainable growth and enhancement of the Group’s 
corporate value uncertain. We identify risks that need to be addressed while minimizing losses and damage caused 
by risks by taking measures to avoid and mitigate risks, so that we can continue securing business opportunities for 
further growth.
 The General Manager of the Corporate Planning Division is the officer responsible for monitoring risks and 
implementing risk management within the Kurita Group. The General Manager regularly conducts risk analysis and 
evaluation to relevant companies, conducts ongoing monitoring, and takes steps to prevent risks from occurring. If a 
risk that could have a serious impact on management occurs, the General Manager formulates systems with those 
responsible for responding to the risk, obtains approvals from the president, and immediately issues orders. Those 
responsible for responding to the risk promptly take actions and report to the president and the General Manager 
of the Corporate Planning Division regarding the status of the effects of the risk, remediation, and measures to 
prevent reoccurrence.
 Among serious risks, those related to compliance are the responsibility of the head of the E&S 
(Environmental & Social) Committee, while those related to hygiene, safety, and disasters are the responsibility of 
the head of the Safety / Hygiene Committee of the Headquarters. The general manager of each business division 
is responsible for responding to risks directly associated with day-to-day business operations. Also, responding 
to commonly seen risks relating to quality, the environment, information security, export controls, and so on are 
handled by the respective divisions responsible.
 The General Manager of the Corporate Planning Division, the head of each committee, and the general 
managers of business divisions report periodically to the Board of Directors on the status of risk management 
implementation, and report as necessary to the Board of Directors and the Audit & Supervisory Board on the 
occurrence and effects of serious risks. In addition, the Board of Directors of each Group company regularly report 
to Kurita,s Management Division and Business Division on the progress of risk management. Monitoring of the 
execution status and improvement status of risk management is conducted by the Internal Auditing Department.

● Risk Map - Based Management
The Kurita Group continues to manage operations using a risk map. After setting envisioned risks for each risk 
category, such as business environment, disaster, etc., the Corporate Planning Division evaluates the probability/
frequency each risk will materialize and its impact and then creates a “Company-wide risk map” by identifying 
critical risks.
 The Company’s divisions, business divisions, and consolidated subsidiaries create and implement 

“business risk maps” within the particular organization in line with the Company-wide risk map. With the business 
risk map, entities clearly state monitoring indicators and risks that should be dealt with in advance and develop 
risk countermeasures, such as preventive measures and the response when the risk materializes. Furthermore, 
the Company verifies the impact by qualitatively and continually monitoring indicators and works to improve the 
precision of risk management.

● BCP Efforts
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and its domestic Group companies not only have formulated a business continuity 
plan (BCP) in order to maintain operations and quickly recover in the case of a major earthquake or outbreak of 
a new strain of flu but are also strives to manage risk. For fiscal 2018, having classified efforts into ones to ensure 

“employee safety, ”ones to “restore the Company’s facilities and plants,” and ones to “support restoration of its 
customers’ facilities and plants” in accordance with the distinguishing aspects of the Company and its domestic 
Group companies’ businesses, the Company is inspecting and making improvements to these efforts.

Corporate Governance Management

Risk Management

Efforts to Strength Corporate Governance
●Reinforcing Functions of the Board of Directors
In the evaluation of the effectiveness of the Board of Directors that took place in fiscal 2016, it was considered as 
an issue to implement further reinforcement so that the Board of Directors intensively discuss important matters, 
such as setting longer-term targets and drawing up strategies. Accordingly, in fiscal 2017 the Board of Directors 
discussed the possibility of its transition to either a company with a nominating committee, etc., or a company with 
an audit & supervisory committee, as well as its basic approach to the task of improvement in operations execution 
systems and validity of matters to be resolved at Board meetings.
 As a result, while it was determined that the audit & supervisory board system continues to function 
effectively, we will continue to consider a change in our organizational design. As well, in order to intensively 
discuss important matters at Board meetings, part of the decision-making authority was transferred to the Executive 
Committee, which is composed of management executives, and operating divisions from the Board of Directors. At 
the same time, with regard to the status of operational execution, the number of matters to be reported at Board 
meetings was reduced.
 From April 2017, with the Investment Committee established to consider and examine business strategies 
and financial matters prior to discussion on investment projects at Board meetings, we strove to further ensure the 
effectiveness of discussions at Board meetings.

Continuous Reform of the Board of Directors (April 2016- End of June 2017)

Initiatives Results

Form of corporate governance Discussion on the transition to a company with an 
audit & supervisory committee

The transition was not accepted for fiscal 2017. The Company 
continues to discuss other options.

Management oversight and 
business execution

Refining subjects to be resolved and reported at Board 
of Directors’ meetings Increase in the number of discussions on corporate governance

Transferring decision-making to the Executive 
Committee regarding business execution Invigorated discussions at Board of Directors’ meetings

Securing effectiveness of discussions on investments Established the Investment Committee

Size and composition of the 
Board of Directors

Consideration on size and composition Discussions on reducing the number of Board members and 
possibly changing up member composition

Consideration of enhancement of diversity Discussions on female candidates as external directors

Previous system

After alteration
1. Directors (excluding external directors)

Grants stock at the time of
directors’ retirement

Performance-linked
stock compensation plan

Fixed remuneration
Payment to

Shareholding
Scheme

Performance-
linked

remuneration

Performance-
linked

remuneration

Payment to
Shareholding

Scheme

Payment to
Shareholding

Scheme

Fixed remuneration

Fixed remuneration

2. External directors and members of the Audit & Supervisory Board

Change in the Remuneration System for Officers (As of June 2016)
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Basic Approach toward Compliance
All Kurita Group officers and employees share fairness, transparency, integrity, safety, and compatibility as five core 
values, and how all Kurita Group officers and employees should conduct themselves and what conduct is prohibited 
was compiled into the Kurita Group Code of Conduct in October 2016, which was subsequently implemented. The 
Kurita Group’s basic approach toward compliance is to implement this code of conduct.
 Furthermore, the Group does not consider compliance as simply adhering to laws and ordinances but 
as fulfilling the social responsibilities expected of it, and Group employees comply with laws and ordinances and 
conduct themselves in a socially ethical way in daily business activities.

Framework for Promotion
The Company has established the E&S Committee, which is chaired by the director, and the Group E&S Committee, 
which is also chaired by the abovementioned director and whose members are representative directors of Group 
companies. In these committees, the Group sets out policies and important measures for compliance activities, 
and conveys them to all employees through subcommittees at each headquarters division, business division, and 
Group company.

Efforts Based on “Compliance Activity Plan”
In fiscal 2017, the Kurita Group formulated a “legal violation risk map” for each organization and company 
according to operations they are responsible for and worked to identify major risks of violation of laws and 
regularly checked the state of implementing these measures. After identified risks were evaluated on three axes 
(probability the risk will materialize, impact, and response level), risk items that each organization and company 
should give priority to were reflected in the Compliance Activity Plan, which was then implemented.
 In fiscal 2017, there were no major legal violations within the Kurita Group.

Questionnaires on Compliance
Questionnaires on compliance are conducted once a year for all Group employees. The Company monitors 
the results of compliance activities through the questionnaire results, and issues that become apparent through 
analysis are reflected in compliance activity plans for the following year.

Reinforcing the Kurita Group’s Anti-Bribery Initiatives
The Kurita Group reinforced its Anti-Bribery Policy on March 1, 2017, in order to promote fair business activities 
within the Group. This policy defines basic items related to the Group’s bribery prevention systems. Under this 
policy, the Company and each Group company defines items to be complied with as rules and works on the 
reduction of the risk of the occurrence of bribery.

Initiatives to Prevent Bid-Rigging and Cartels
The Kurita Group actively works to avoid the re-occurrence of bid-rigging. In 2006, the Kurita Group withdrew, in 
principle, from all construction projects ordered by the national government and local public entities. However, 
exceptions to this principle are limited to cases where no existence of compliance risks are confirmed to projects 
involving facilities delivered by the Company that are subject to ongoing maintenance and management work by a 
Group company, which are executed by obtaining the approval of the Board of Directors on a case-by-case basis. 
We also forbid participation and membership of trade associations in order to exclude all dealings with associates 
that can easily connect to bid-rigging and cartels.

Response to Anti-Social Forces
The Company takes a firm stance against anti-social forces that threaten the order and safety of society, and we 
are vigilant that we never accept illegal requests from such forces. Upon reaching a basic agreement for business 
with our customers, we obtain a written statement from each supplier stating that they have no relationships with 
such anti-social forces.

Overview of the Kurita Group’s Whistle-Blowing System
The Company and its domestic Group companies maintain consultation desks within each company as well as at 
outside organizations in an effort to protect persons who consult or make reports and to achieve early detection 
of dishonest practices. Starting in April 2016, we commenced operation of the Kurita Global Helpline, which allows 
the employees of overseas Group companies to make reports to a consultation desk.

Internal Control System
The Kurita Group endeavors to enhance its internal control with the “Basic Policies for Constructing an Internal 
Control System,” established by the Board of Directors in May 2006 in response to the enforcement of Japan’s 
Companies Act. These policies are updated as necessary according to the decisions of the Board of Directors.
 The internal control system of the Kurita Group is roughly divided into two: A system that ensures the 
accuracy of business operations, and a system that ensures the effective auditing of the Audit & Supervisory Board. 
These systems are established and appropriately operated. The former system is: (1) to ensure that the execution 
of the duties of directors and employees conforms with laws, regulations, and the articles of incorporation, (2) to 
store and manage information about the execution of the duties of directors, (3) to ensure regulations and other 
systems for managing the risk of loss, (4) to ensure the efficient execution of duties by the directors, and (5) to 
ensure the accuracy of operations in a corporate group consisting of the Company and its subsidiaries. The latter 
system clarifies: (1) matters related to staff that assist the duties of the auditor, and (2) a system for the directors 
and employees of the Company and Group companies to report to the Audit & Supervisory Board.
 In order to conduct financial reports in an adequate manner, the Kurita Group has established and now 
operates the internal control reporting system in accordance with the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act. 
Monitoring, recommendations for improvement, and support for improvement for the operation of the system 
is implemented by the Internal Auditing Department. In addition, the Accounting Department in the Corporate 
Planning Division shares responsibility for monitoring, recommendations for improvement, and support for 
improvement related to the “operations process control within the Company” and the “financial reporting process 
control of consolidated subsidiaries from a Company-wide perspective.”

Management

Compliance

Establishment of the E&S Committee
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. established the E&S Committee in April 2017 in 
order to promote not only compliance activities and better environmental 
activities but also activities related to CSR throughout the Group by 
integrating them. In addition to being responsible for checking the state 
of compliance and better environment activities, the committee identifies 
material issues from among social priorities including environmental 
issues for the Kurita Group from a long-term and strategic perspective and 
establishes policies on and a management stance toward CSR activities that 
the Group should undertake.

T O P I C

President

Chairman

E&S Committee

Compliance activities Activities to improve environment Compliance activities Activities to improve environment

Group E&S Committee

事業部門
会計監査・内部統制監査

指示
コンプライアンス委員会・

各種委員会

付議・報告

Compliance Activity Promotion System

E&S Committee
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Quality Improvement Activities
● Conducting CS Survey
As one part of efforts to confirm progress to improve quality 
at Kurita Water Industries Ltd., the Customer Satisfaction (CS) 
survey has been conducted regularly since 1992, which makes 
it possible to check client’s evaluation of the Company. In fiscal 
2017, responses were received from more than 600 customers, 
and around 70% of customers were satisfied overall with the 
Company. On the other hand, there were particular individual 
ones that the Company was harshly criticized for, and the issues 
that came to light from the survey are reflected in efforts to 
improve operations.
 For the water treatment facilities business, the Kurita Water Industries’ 
Engineering Group continually conducts CS surveys of customers who have 
purchased large water treatment plants, and in the survey, customers evaluate 
the plant in terms of 13 items, including specification, quality, and construction 
management. The Group continually works to revise and improve various items, 
including its operations procedure manual and specification sheets, that are 
based on the results of the survey.

Responding to Problems and Claims
Problems that arise at customers’ workplaces and complaints from customers are entered in the in-house “problem” 
database and that information is shared throughout the Company. As for problems related to the water treatment 
chemicals business that arise, in addition to individual responses, the “Complaint Product Committee” examines the 
response and develops preventive measures, and these are shared throughout the Group.

Kurita Group Quality Policy
The Kurita Group formulated the Kurita Group Quality Policy to raise quality by unifying the direction that the Group 
is moving in on the issue. The Group promotes activities to raise quality based on this policy and works to improve 
the quality of solutions it provides to customers.

Quality Assurance System
Having established a Quality Assurance Group, Kurita Water Industries is working to manage quality from product 
production to supply. For both the water treatment chemicals business and water treatment facility business, 
a committee to manage the quality improvement activities of each business was established, and efforts are 
being made to create a system for sustained independent work to improve quality and to maintain the quality 
management system. Turning to particular activities, for the water treatment chemicals business, committees 
responsible for quality were established at Kurita Water Industries and domestic Group companies producing water 
treatment chemicals, and meetings are held with logistic service providers handling the Group’s water treatment 
chemicals. On the other hand, for the water treatment facilities business, a cross-sectional committee composed of 
representatives of the various groups related to operations that extend from winning orders for to delivering water 
treatment facilities (e.g., sales, design, production management, and construction) was established and efforts are 
made to improve quality.

Society

With Customers

1. Work to improve the two kinds of quality, “quality by products” and “quality by people,” from the customer’s perspective.
2. Work to develop our capabilities on our own, aiming to become “human resources who know the work site and are able to provide 

customers with value.”
3. Work to develop and improve our products, technologies, and services with the aim of “improving productivity,” “reducing our environmental 

burden,” and “creating innovative energy solutions.”

Kurita Group Quality Policy The Kurita Group will speedily provide our customers with products, technologies , and 
services that can meet their quality expectations, thereby winning their unshakable trust.

Customer

Quality Control Division

Quality Management Organization

Divisions / Organizations

(Chemical related) Quality Management Committee

(Facility related) Quality Management Committee

The Kurita Group’s Quality Policy

Plan : Make Plans

Implementation

Evaluation

For improvement

Audit and measurement (Customer satisfaction / Each process data)
Internal audit / Acquisition and update of ISO 9001 certification (External audit)

Data analysis

Acts for evaluation, prevention, and correction

Management review

Electric Power Quality Management Committee Establishment of activity policies

Distribution of policy control activities throughout the Company

Application /
Management of

resources

Continuous
improvement of

the quality
management system

● Human resources

● Infrastructure

● Operational
　 environment

Agreement (Contracted specifications)

Basic design / Precise design

Purchasing / Quality assurance

Construction → Delivery

● Clarifying the requesting of items
● Planning and control of operations
● Design review, examination, and checking adequacy
● Outsourcing management
● Product audit and measurement

Board of Directors

President and Representative Director

Executive Committee

Do :

Check :

Act :

Acquisition of ISO 9001 Certification

CS Survey

Company name Date of registration

Kurita Water Industries Department related to electric power plant August 29, 1995

Kurita Chemical Manufacturing March 25, 1996

Kurita Engineering Head Office / Tokyo Office, etc. January 29, 1997

Kuritaz May 23, 1997

Kuritec Service Business Division, Mie Plant March 16, 2009

● Provide Training to Improve Knowledge and Skills
In order to raise the quality of services provided to customers, Kurita Water Industries offers employees training to 
improve their knowledge and skills.
 For the water treatment chemicals business, the Operations Division provides training to employees of 
not only Kurita Water Industries but also its domestic Group companies that conduct the same operations and 
agents. There are various kinds of training for each type of employee, including, of course, training that covers basic 
knowledge of water treatment chemicals but also training related to communication skills and problem solving.
 For the water treatment facilities business, the Technical & Career (T&C) Support Center was established 
as the entity responsible for technical education and human resource education related to water treatment 
facilities. The center provides training to not only Kurita Water Industries and its domestic Group companies but 
also overseas local staff and manages technical and safety training throughout the Group.

Control Structure of Quality Management System

Map of Quality Management System
(Kurita Water Industries Ltd. Department related to electric power plant)
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Concern for the Environment
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. requests that business partners minimize their negative impact on society, the 
environment, and resources and the safety and health of people during business activities such as production, 
manufacturing, and construction by business partners. As for actual measures, business partners are clearly 
required to promote the purchase of environment-friendly parts and materials that use less hazardous chemicals, 
manage industrial waste, adhere to laws, ordinances, etc., related to preventing pollution, and work to promote 
improvements and stratagems to reduce the environmental burden in parts production, fabrication, and 
construction.
 Furthermore, the “Green Purchasing Survey” of business partners was conducted in 2009, which made 
it possible to confirm items such as ISO 14001 certification and efforts related to reducing CO2 emissions. Taking 
into consideration the results of the survey, the Company has certified and registered green purchasing for items it 
purchases, such as pumps, motors, and processing membranes.

Creation of a Public-Interest Whistle-Blowing Liaison and Helpline
Kurita Water Industries has created “Public-Interest Whistle-
Blower Protection Rules” and strives to quickly discover 
misconduct. In accordance with these rules, an advising and 
reporting liaison that makes use of an independent organization 
was established, and not only the employees of the Company 
and its domestic Group companies but also temporary staff and 
business partners, such as outsourcing service providers, can 
use the liaison. A “Business Partner Helpline” was also launched 
so that business partners, such as subcontractors, can seek 
advice on issues such as concerns and worries they have about 
business with the Kurita Group.

Respect for Intellectual Property
The Kurita Group conducts business while respecting and being careful not to infringe on the intellectual property 
rights of others. When using the intellectual property of others, the Company obtains appropriate licenses 
and demands that others respect the intellectual property rights of the Group. Companies that infringe on the 
intellectual property of the Kurita Group are requested to stop such behavior and encouraged to obtain permission 
to use the patent. Within the Group, grade-specific intellectual property training and e-learning courses are offered 
to encourage respect for intellectual property. In addition to courses for in-house parties, efforts targeting overseas 
Group companies were launched in fiscal 2015, and will continue.

Efforts Related to Worker Safety and Health for Business Partners
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and its domestic group companies undertake various activities at the plants and offices 
of customers in order to ensure the safety of business partners who cooperate with several types of work including 
the delivery of water treatment chemicals and assembly and installation of water treatment facilities.
 For the water treatment chemicals business, a Safety and Health Committee was established in the 
Chemicals Division and business partners are provided with safety training using a Safety Management File. 
Furthermore, at Kurita Chemical Manufacturing, which produces water treatment chemicals, safety training for the 
transfer of liquid chemical products was conducted in cooperation with logistic service providers in fiscal 2017 in 
order to prevent accidents when delivering chemicals.
 In the water treatment facilities business, the Engineering Division conducts safety training for business 

partners, and training that stresses preventing chemical injuries and burns was 
conducted in fiscal 2017. Furthermore, for groups related to manufacturing 
construction and maintenance, there is a Safety Conference, which business 
partners can also attend. The conference consists of safety courses by outside 
instructors and various activities to raise safety awareness using accident 
examples. Similar activities are also held at overseas worksites. Through these 
efforts, information is shared among related parties of the safety conference, and 
a common awareness is fostered.

Fairness & Reciprocity
Having set a basic purchasing policy, Kurita Water Industries Ltd. conducts business in line with that policy. At the 
same time, the Company has formulated “Procurement Guidelines” and requires business partners to keep in mind 
legal compliance, environmental preservation, human rights, and worker safety and health. The “Basic Business 
Agreement” and the provisions of the agreement ensure that business is conducted in line with the Company’
s policies. In addition, the Company posts the main items that it purchases on its website and extensively recruits 
business partners using a specialized response form.

Compliance with Laws, Ordinances, and Social Norms
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. requires that business partners adhere to laws, ordinances, and social norms related 
to business activities and conduct business in a fair, honest, and transparent manner.
 Laws and ordinances that apply to business with the Company include the Antimonopoly Act, 
Commercial Code, Construction Business Act, Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Act, Act on the Protection 
of Personal Information, Labor Standards Act, Waste Management and Public Cleansing Act, export controls, 
and local government ordinances. Furthermore, business partners are requested to understand Kurita Water 
Industries’ compliance activities, such as adhering to the Act Against Delay in Payment of Subcontract Proceeds, 
Etc. to Subcontractors (Subcontractors Act) and managing confidential information. The Company’s Legal 
Affairs Division’s “Business With Kurita Water Industries Survey” is used to check that business is conducted 
appropriately. Conducted once a year, the survey targets business partners who are subcontractors as defined in 
the Subcontractors Act, and the Company promotes efforts to conduct fairer business by continually improving the 
details of and ways it conducts business.
 Furthermore, the code of conduct stipulates that every Kurita Group executive and employee terminate 
all connections with anti-social forces and terrorist organizations and that the Group thoroughly and resolutely 
implement a response. As for concrete measures, the Company exchanges an “Anti-Social Forces Memorandum 
of Understanding” with business partners.

Consideration of Human Rights and Worker Safety and Health
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. requires that business partners respect basic human rights, eliminate harassment 
and discrimination based on factors such as sex, nationality, religion, race, and disabilities, not use forced labor, 
pay appropriate wages, and manage work time. As for the business activities of business partners, the Company 
demands that business partners evaluate risks related to workplace safety, work to prevent accidents and work 
injuries, strive to prevent reoccurrences by promoting education and training, and create and maintain a safe work 
environment.

Efforts Related to Conflict Minerals
Business partners are requested to take steps to eliminate the use of conflict minerals that could be a source of 
profits for oppressors as one human rights-related measure.

Society

With Business Partners

1. Fairness 
　 Kurita provides equal business opportunities to all prospective business partners to introduce their 

company and products for new business.

2. Reciprocity ---- heart to heart ----
　　Kurita is promoting relationships with suppliers aiming at reciprocity based on mutual understanding 

and trust.

3. Policy for selecting suppliers
　　Kurita evaluates a potential supplier’s quality, price competitiveness, lead time/delivery at time 

specified, business operation including financial status, compliance with laws, and also RoHS and green 
procurement (low environmental impact products/services).

Fairness & Reciprocity

Helpline pamphlet

Liquid transfer training at Kurita Chemical Manufacturing
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Respect for Human Rights
● Approach fowards Human Rights
The “Kurita Group Code of Conduct” stipulates all Kurita Group executives and employees must respect human rights.

Developing Human Resources
● Human Resource Development
At Kurita Water Industries Ltd., groups responsible for training based on the training system provide human resource 
education to develop human resources, and in fiscal 2017, 646 people, including employees of domestic Group 
companies, received the training. In fiscal 2017, the Kurita Executive Development Program (KEDP) was held for the 
first time for local managers of overseas subsidiaries and affiliates, and 9 people at seven overseas companies took 
part in the training.

Training Diverse Human Resources
● Promoting the Active Participation of Women
At Kurita Water Industries Ltd., women tend to make up a small percentage of employees, and compared to the 
average for other companies, the percentages of female new graduate recruits and managers are low. The active 
participation of women, however, is indispensable for the Group to generate sustainable growth. Therefore, an 
action plan to promote the active participation of women was formulated and began being implemented in April 
2016. As for concrete measures, career training for women involved in general operations was held in November 
2016 (15 participated in the training), and in April 2016, leave so that employees can accompany their spouses on 
overseas assignments was introduced, changes were made to the period that the system of reduced working hours 
for raising a child can be used, and efforts to improve the convenience for users were reinforced.
 As of March 31, 2017, women accounted for 12.8% of employees and 0.4% of managers.

● Second Career Support System
We have a second career support system that offers preferential treatment to support employees who wish to 
try to work in a field different from their present one. Employees must satisfy certain conditions to qualify for this 
system.

● Securing Employment Opportunities for Senior Personnel
In conjunction with the enforcement of the amended Act on Stabilization of Employment of Elderly Persons from 
2006, Kurita Water Industries Ltd. has established a system to secure employment opportunities for people who 
have retired having reached the mandatory retirement age. These employment opportunities are offered for up 
to a maximum or five years from the time of mandatory retirement (60 years old) in accordance with the 2013 
amendment to the Act on Stabilization of Employment of Elderly Persons. Between April 1, 2006 and April 1, 2017, 
a total of 308 retirement-age personnel secured employment opportunities. As of April 1, 2017, there are 73 
retirement-age employees who have secured employment opportunities at the Company.

Society

With Employees

Skills required for current duties

General work skills Specialized work skills Management support skills

若手・中堅社員

[Acquire basic skills] [Acquire
specialized skills]

For overseas subsidiaries, and affiliates, employees

[Acquire broad
perspective and
subjectivity]

[Acquire and develop management skills]
[Acquire additional skills in specialized fields]

All managers Diversity Training for Managers

Female general / specialized work : Positive Action Seminar

Greater Adaptability to Globalization Course

Management training, Assessment training

New Supervisor Training

Management Basic Skills Course Better Execution Skills for
Managers Course

All targeted employees

新入社員研修
２年目フォロー研修 指導員研修

若手社員研修 中堅社員研修

KMDP
Kurita Management 

Development Program

KEDP
Kurita Executive

  Development Program

Basic Knowledge Acquisition Course Specialized Knowledge
Acquisition Course

Choose Business Group training

Employees who have worked at 
the Company for 1-2 years

Employees in their 1st or 2nd year at 
the Company

Young / core employees

4th year, grade 3 supervisorEmployees who 
have worked at the 
Company for 3-5 
years

Employees who 
have worked at the 
Company for 9 -11 
years

Kurita 
Group New 

Recruit 
Training

New Employee Training Young 
Employee 
Training

Section Manager Management (3rd year) 
Skills Reform Training

Follow-up Training

New managers : group training, 
camp training, review training

Core 
Employee 
Training

Supervisor 
Training2nd-Year Follow-up Training

Problem Solving 
for 2nd - Year 

Employee 
Training

Young 
Employee 
Training

Core Employee 
Training

Human Resource Training System (Kurita Water Industries)

● Human Rights Education
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. provides “Human Rights Training Programs” to raise employees’ awareness of human rights. 
In fiscal 2017, training related to power harassment was held 132 times for not only employees but also temporary 
staff, and 1,818 people (90%+ of targeted people) took part. Furthermore, at four domestic Group companies, the same 
training was held 9 times, which 116 people participated in.
 The Company will continue to provide this type of training in the future.

● Providing Opportunities for Personal Development
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. has established a study-abroad system to provide employees with the opportunity to 
study at educational institutions and research organizations both in Japan and overseas and an educational loan 
system to lend students who meet certain conditions educational funds in fields important for the Company. In 
addition to in-house training, including the “Greater Adaptability to Globalization Course” for developing human 
resources who can play an active role throughout the world, which includes language study, and the Technical Skills 
Course, a course in which top people in various technical fields pass on their knowledge as instructors, there are 
more than 200 correspondence courses and school-based courses so that employees can acquire a broad range of 
knowledge and skills.

● Self-Reporting System Launched
In order to create an environment conductive to work for employees, Kurita Water Industries Ltd. created a system 
so that employees can clearly express not only their thoughts on operations they are responsible for and their 
workplace but also their intention to develop and make use of their skills to the Company. By having superiors 
hold discussions with employees on various issues, including employees’ aptitude for their current work, desire 
for a transfer to help them build a future career, and family situation, once a year, the Company acquires an 
understanding of employees’ ideas and applies those to human resource training and efforts to invigorate the 
organization.

 In addition to training by the department responsible for education, the Business Division takes the lead 
in conducting training that is primarily to provide knowledge and skills related to products, technologies, and 
services. In the Water Treatment Chemicals Group, not only Kurita Water Industries’ employees but also those of 
its domestic Group companies and some overseas business companies involved in the water treatment chemicals 
business and employees of domestic agents are provided with training related to various issues including boilers, 
cooling water, and communication skills, and in fiscal 2017, 274 people received the training. On the other hand, 
in the Water Treatment Facilities Group, the Technical & Career (T&C) Support Center, which was established 
to handle technical and human resource training related to water treatment plants, provides various types of 
training, including training so that participants can acquire knowledge of water and wastewater and improve their 
ultrapure water sampling skills, to Kurita Water Industries, employees involved in sales, technology, maintenance, 
and construction. A total of 443 people have taken this training over the years. There is also training to improve the 
maintenance skills of the local staff of overseas subsidiaries and affiliates, and 34 people received such training in 
fiscal 2017.1. We will observe the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. We will not abuse the human rights, protected  

by the laws of different countries, of employees or any other persons involved in our business activities.
2. We will not discriminate against any person based on their race, sex, religion, political opinion, nationality, 

social origin, disability, sexual orientation, or other characteristic in the recruitment and treatment of 
employees and in all business activities, including business transactions.

3. We will not accept child labor or forced compulsory labor in any business setting. We will not do business 
with operators that use child labor or forced compulsory labor.

Respect for Human Rights (from the Kurita Group Code of Conduct)
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● Employment of Personnel with Disabilities
In Japan, the Kurita Group provides a wide range of employment opportunities for people with disabilities. In 
April 2013, With Kurita Ltd. was established with the goal of securing employment opportunities for people with 
disabilities. As of May of the same year, With Kurita has been approved as a special subsidiary company under the 
Act on Employment Promotion, etc. of Persons with Disabilities. 
 In 2017, the number of employees increased with the opening of a new With Kurita Ltd. office, and as of 
April 1, 2017, the Company’s disabled person employment rate is 2.22% .

Creating a Corporate Culture that Facilitates Work
● Parental Leave and Shortened Working Hours for childcare
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. has established an environment that makes it easier for employees to balance work 
with raising children in accordance with the Act to Promote Measures to Support Fostering the Next Generation. 
In principle, employees can take childcare leave until the child reaches one year and six months of age, but the 
period can be extended in certain specified conditions. The program or shortened working hours for childcare was 
reviewed in April 2016 and changes were implemented to make it even easier for employees with multiple children 
to balance work with raising children.

● Nursing Care Leave and Shortened Working Hours for Nursing Care
At Kurita Water Industries Ltd., employees with a family member who needs nursing care and who wishes to 
continue to work after taking nursing care leave, may take nursing care leave for a cumulative total of up to one 
year (365 days) in principle. In addition, employees may use the shortened working hours system for a cumulative 
total within 12 months per family member depending on the condition of the family member requiring care.

● Nursing Leave System and Volunteer Leave System
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. provides leave for nursing. Employees with a child who has yet to enter elementary 
who needs to nurse that child because of an injury or illness can take up to five days a year of leave for one child 
or 10 days a year of leave for two children. In addition, there is also leave for volunteering, and employees can take 
up to two days of paid leave to volunteer.

Dialogue with Employees
● Holding Town Meetings

Since October 2016, Kurita Water Industries Ltd. has been holding 
town meetings where President Kadota and employees can directly 
talk to each other. For town meetings, President Kadota visits an 
office and then exchanges ideas with workers, including employees 
of the office holding the town meeting and other Japanese Group 
companies. Because a particular topic is not set, a wide range of 
topics that extend from the state of the Company and its business 
strategy to concerns of individual participating employees about 
operations are discussed as evident by the questions that have been 
asked, which include “what is the essence of Kurita,” “what is the 
business strategy for the U.S.,” and “how do you view the use of 

diverse human resources, such as women.”
 Kurita Water Industries Ltd. views town meetings as a venue for communication that can improve the 
Kurita Group, and in fiscal 2018 they will be held about once a month.

Dialogue with Labor Union
At Kurita Water Industries Ltd., efforts are made to achieve sound development and survival of the Company 
and to ensure a normal and fair labor-management relationship between the Company and the labor union, and 
both management and labor do their best to raise the economic and social position of union members and at 
least maintain if not improve working conditions. As for actual endeavors, the Company and the labor union have 
concluded a labor agreement, information on business and opinions are exchanged at various venues, including the 
management conference, and a dialogue between the parties is maintained.

● Prevention of Work-Related Accidents
The Company and its domestic Group companies create the workplace environment where construction and 
other work is done and focus on preventing work injuries. Taking into consideration previous work injuries, in 
fiscal 2017, the Company set preventing falls, chemical-related injuries, and burns as priority issues, outside 
experts and the Company’s Quality Assurance Department conducted safety patrols, and efforts were made to 
discover and eliminate risks at worksites and raise the safety awareness of employees. Furthermore, activities 
at worksites that handle chemical substances such as water 
treatment chemicals and industrial chemicals were promoted 
by creating an “integrated risk management system,” which 
includes risk assessment related to chemical substances.
 The Company and its domestic Group companies 
provide practical training for safe driving, and efforts are made 
to prevent traffic accidents because cars are often used when 
visiting the plants and offices of customers, and in fiscal 2017 
emphasis was placed on preventing accidents by drivers with 
little driving experience.

● Health Management
The Company and its domestic Group companies actively promote health management of both body and mind, to 
ensure that employees are able to work enthusiastically. 
 At Kurita Water Industries, all employees receive regular health exams, and all employees who handle 
items such as organic solvents and designated chemicals receive special health exams. In fiscal 2017, all employees 
received a regular health exam.
 As for the main efforts related to reducing long work hours, there was a “no overtime day” and hours that 
the Company’s facilities can be used were set in July 2016, and as a result, the average per-employee overtime 
was reduced 1.3 hours in fiscal 2017. Furthermore, in fiscal 2017 average number of days of paid annual leave 
taken has 10.9 days and percentage of paid annual leave taken has become 58.2%.
 Steps were also taken to prevent mental health problems, which included offering a mental health 
course and holding health events and other events 56 times, and 99.2% of employees conducted a “stress check,” 
which helps people notice issues, in line with the stress check system guidelines stipulated by the Ministry of 
Health, Labour and Welfare as stipulated by the Industrial Safety and Health Act. Although not legally obligated to, 
domestic Group companies with fewer than 50 employees also conducted “stress checks.”

Occupational Safety and Health
● Structures and Policies for Health and Safety
The Kurita Group believes that safety is an essential basis of value creation when providing customers with  
products, technologies, and services.
 As part of the establishment of its health and safety management structure, under the Headquarters Health 
and Safety Committee, which is a committee under the direct control of the president, each office and division of 
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. establishes a Health and Safety Committee while each Group company also establishes 
a Health and Safety Committee. This allows us to develop and enhance safe and healthy work environments. A 
special department has been established to promote safety within the worksite, and it plans and takes active 
measures to prevent work-related accidents. The department also follows up on the activities of the Health and 
Safety Committee.
 As a policy for fiscal 2017, the Group established a goal that states, “every one of us must become more 
aware of the possibility of risk occurrence and fully remove any potential risks at worksites.” As such, we have 
endeavored to prevent work-related accidents and to promote health management.

Society With Employees
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Name of the system Number of employees who took leave

Parental leave
Parental Leave System 24
Work Less Hours for Parenting System 32

Nursing care leave
Nursing Care Leave System 0
Work Less Hours for Nursing Care System 0

Others
Leave System Due to Spouse Being Transferred 1
Volunteer Leave System 4

Number of Employees Who Have Used the Leave System
(Cumulative total number from the fiscal years ended March 31, 2015 to 2017)

Workplace Accidents
(Kurita Water Industries and its domestic Group companies)

Town meeting
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Disclosure Policy
Kurita Water Industries Ltd., maintains a dialogue with shareholders and investors in line with the 
management principle of “management that respects Shareholders.” As for disclosure, “appropriate 
recording and disclosure of information” in the Kurita Group Code of Conduct stipulates that all accounting 
and financial information be properly recorded and saved in line with laws, ordinances, and in-house rules in 
order to ensure the appropriateness of financial reports and that reports be appropriately made in a timely 
manner in line with in-house rules and related in-house procedures.

System for Promoting Dialogue
The General Manager of the Corporate Planning Division has overall responsibilities for constructive dialogue 
with shareholders and investors. A specialized Investor Relations (IR) section has been established within 
the Corporate Planning Division, at which staff specialized in IR are assigned. The General Manager of the 
division is involved in dialogue with shareholders and investors. As well, he/she attempts to organize such 
dialogue between the president and other officers and shareholders and investors.
 In regard to important information on matters within the Company, the General Manager of 
the division ascertains, collects, and controls it adequately, and discloses it in a timely and appropriate 
manner. He/She also provides feedback to the Board of Directors concerning the opinions and concerns of 
shareholders learned through such dialogue periodically and as necessary.

IR Activities for Institutional Investors
In activities taken for institutional investors in fiscal 2017, Kurita held financial results briefings at the 
time of its second-quarter and full-year financial results, at which the president and the directors of 
the Accounting Division and the Corporate Planning Division explained the Company’s results and 
answered questions. Teleconferences were also held at the time of the Company’s first- and third-
quarter financial results, during which the General Manager overseeing the IR department explained 
the results and answered questions. The materials used at these briefings, as well as summaries of 
the questions and answers, have been posted on the Company’s IR website to ensure the timely 

and fair disclosure of information.
 In addition, IR staff conduct individual meetings with securities analysts and institutional investors in 
Japan and overseas on a regular basis except during quiet periods. During fiscal 2017, over 200 meetings and 
telephone meetings were held.
 For foreign shareholders and investors, the president and the General Manager of the Corporate 
Planning Division conduct roadshows in Europe, North America, and Asia. In addition, the General Manager of 
the Corporate Planning Division participates in domestic conferences organized by securities companies. 
In the fiscal 2017, we visited 54 shareholders and investors overseas and held 28 meetings in Japan.
 In recognition of our efforts for these activities, Kurita was chosen by the “Awards for Excellence 
in Corporate Disclosure by Securities Analysts,” conducted by The Securities Analysts Association of Japan, 
as a “Company with the Notable Level of Disclosure Improvement” and received a commendation from the 
association in October 2016.

IR Activities for Individual Investors
For individual investors, a shareholder briefing is held after the General Meeting of Shareholders, and a 
company briefing is conducted at the branches of securities companies in the metropolitan areas as well 
as at venues in rural cities. In fiscal 2017, we shared with over 800 people the outline of the Company and 
organized opportunities for the exchange of opinions. The materials used at these briefings are available 
on the Company’s IR website.

Communication with Shareholders
In Japan, our IR staff visit major domestic shareholders as well as the hubs of foreign shareholders in Japan 
in order to create opportunities to communicate with the persons in charge of exercising voting rights. We at 
Kurita explain the direction of management and report on the implementation and status of improvement of 
corporate governance, while shareholders express their opinions and requests regarding management and 
discuss policies on the exercise of voting rights. Feedback regarding the opinions and requests expressed 
is provided to the president and other directors, and those opinions and requests are reflected in various 
management policies.

Basic Approach toward Contributions to Society
For the Kurita Group, the Kurita Group Code of Conduct stipulates that the Group not only contribute 
to society through its business but also actively share knowledge acquired via its business activities with 
society and that the Group support the voluntary activities of executives and employees that contribute to 
society as its basic approach toward contributions to society.

Main Activities During Fiscal 2017
● Support for Disaster-Stricken Areas
The Kurita Group has a policy of providing support to disaster-stricken areas when a major 
natural disaster occurs in a country in which the Group has a business site. In response 
to the Kumamoto Earthquake on April 14, 2016, the Group provided help with the 
reconstruction of plants that were damaged by the earthquake in response to its customers, 
with the Kumamoto Sales Department of the Facilities Division of the Company operating as 
the center for these efforts. The Kurita Group also donated ¥10 million through the Japanese 
Red Cross Society and supplied 12,096 liters of mineral water produced by a Group 
company to local governments in the disaster-stricken areas as relief aid to assist those 
affected by the earthquake and support recovery in the affected region.
 In preparation for disasters, the Kurita Group has prepared four “Kurita Rescue”, emergency water 
purification systems, to support areas hit by disasters, and seven car-mounted pure water devices for customers.

● Clean-Up Activities Around Offices
As one part of Kurita Group’s efforts to contribute to local communities, office workers take part in clean-up 
activities in communities where the offices are located as volunteers.

SocietySociety

With Local CommunitiesWith Shareholders and Investors

Commendation by The 
Securities Analysts 
Association of Japan

Emergency water purification 
system “Kurita Rescue”

● Promotion of Science and Technology Relating to Water and the Environment
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. established the Kurita Water and Environment Foundation in 1997 to contribute 
to the promotion of science and technology related to water and the environment (it was transformed into 
a public interest incorporated foundation in 2009). The Company and domestic Group companies make 
contributions to the Foundation each year to provide operating funds, and the Foundation uses these 
contributions as its operating expenses for research and studies relating to water and the environment as 
well as international exchange support.
 Its main activities include publicly soliciting research applications and then provision of subsidies 
to domestic and overseas researchers. In fiscal 2017, subsidies were given to 125 projects, which were 
selected through examination. The Foundation also launched a research subsidy project in Thailand, 
Vietnam, and Indonesia in fiscal 2016, with the subsidy presentation ceremony for this 
project being held in Indonesia in fiscal 2017. The Foundation has subsidized a total of 
1,285 projects, amounting to roughly ¥ 642 million, since its establishment through to 
the end of March 2017.
 Celebrating the 20th anniversary of its establishment in 2017, the Foundation 
is planning to provide subsidies for research projects and offer scholarships for the 
purpose of the development of researchers in a multilayered way in Southeast Asian 
regions and the establishment of networks. Subsidy presentation ceremony in Indonesia

Type Company Office Activity Number of 
participants

Clean-up 
activities in areas 

around offices

Kurita Water Industries
Kurita Global Technology Center Nogi Volunteer clean-up 122
Tohoku Office Hirose River Joint Clean-up 12

Kurita Meiki Head Office Clean-up campaign 20
San-ei Industries Iwate Business Site Beautification campaign 23
Aoi Industries Clean-up around plants 18
Kurita Water Industries (Dalian) Mt. Taihei clean-up climb 13

Clean-up 
activities in areas 
around offices in 

collaboration 
with customers

Kurita Water Industries Sakai Sub-branch Green Front Sakai
“Symbiotic Forest” tree 
planting and weeding

16
Nippon Fine Sakai Business Site

Kurita Water Industries Ishikawa Sub-branch Kawakita Clean Campaign and 
Tedori River Clean Campaign 5

Kurita Chemicals Oita ENEOS Forrest Activities 4
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Promotion System
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and its domestic Group companies coordinate work within Japan to improve the 
environment through the E&S Committee, which is directly under the president and chaired by a director, and 
the Group E&S Committee, chaired by the same director and composed of representatives of domestic Group 
companies. The Environmental Improvement Activity Promotion Meeting, a subordinate body of the E&S Committee, 
checks the progress for both production sites and non-production sites* twice a year in order to implement the 
better environmental plans set by each company. 

The Three Aspects of Kurita,s 
Environmental Improvement 
Activities
The Company and its domestic Group companies promote 
activities to improve the environment on three fronts in line 
with these activity guidelines. As for concrete examples, 
efforts are being made to improve the environment in 
various ways including “internal change,” reducing energy 
use at Kurita Group facilities and waste generated during 
business activities; “technological innovation,” developing 
new products and technologies that contribute to a lighter 
environmental burden; and “customer needs,” reducing the 
environmental burden of customers’ plants and offices by 
using Kurita Group products and technology.

Organizations covered ： Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and other domestic and overseas Kurita Group companies
　　　　　　 (Company and other names are correct as of March 31, 2017.)
Period covered ： Fiscal year ended March 2017 (April 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017)
　　　　　　 　　The report also mentions some policies and targets set for April 2017 onwards.

Basic Environmental Improvement Policy and Activity Guidelines

Environmental Slogan
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and its domestic Group companies use the proprietary indictor “environmental benefits 
for customers” to determine how much the environmental burden caused by the plants and offices of customers 
is reduced. Under the following slogan, the Company is working to increase environmental benefits for customers 
and reduce the environmental burden caused by Kurita Water Industries.

Environmental Independence Attaining a Waste Reduction Factor

Reducing CO2 Emissions Reducing Waste

Environment

Environmental Policy / Management

社長

委員長

E&S 委員会

コンプライアンス活動 環境改善活動 コンプライアンス活動 環境改善活動

グループ E&S 委員会

President

Chairman

E&S Committee

Compliance activities Activities to improve environment Compliance activities Activities to improve environment

Group E&S Committee

事業部門
会計監査・内部統制監査

指示
コンプライアンス委員会・

各種委員会

付議・報告

＊The reference to one domed baseball stadium specifically envisions Tokyo Dome. On the assumption that Tokyo Dome has a capacity of 1.24 million m3,   
 it is equivalent to 2,430 tons-CO2 given that CO2 weights 1.96 kg per cubic meter.

＊On the assumption that the specific gravity of waste is 1.1, 1.36 million tons of waste is equivalent to the full capacity of one domed baseball stadium.

5
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Environmental benefits 
(in CO2) for customer 

(cumulative total)

of one domed baseball 
stadium

Reducing waste by the 
amount equivalent to the 

full capacity of 

（1.5 million tons-CO2） (1.5 million tons-CO2)

（%）

Environmental benefits 
(in CO2) for customers 
in a single fiscal year

Internal environmental 
impact (in CO2) in a single 

fiscal year

Environmental 
independence 100% Attaining a waste 

reduction factor of

＊See page 22 for definitions of production and non-production sites.
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Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and its domestic Group companies 
have formulated a “Basic Environmental Improvement Policy” 
in line with the Group’s corporate philosophy and is expanding 
its work to achieve a sustainable society by implementing these 

“activity guidelines.”

600 times the capacity 

Environmental benefits 
(in waste) for customers 

in a single fiscal year
Internal environmental 
impact (in waste) in a 

single fiscal year

（Factor）

1domed baseball stadium

Activity Guidelines

Corporate 
Philosophy

Basic Environmental 
Improvement Policy

Energy creation
Improved productivity
Reduction of environmental footprint

Results and examples of activities in fiscal 2017
Targets for fiscal 2018Reduction of CO2 emissions

Reduction of waste and water pollutants
Reduction of environmentally harmful substances

The Kurita Group’s
environmental 
improvement

activities

Customer,s 
Needs

Technological 
Innovation

Internal 
Change

3

We will work with customers to improve 
the environment by providing products, 
technologies, and services that boost 
productivity, reduce environmental impact
and offer innovative energy solutions.

2

We will contribute to the realization of 
a sustainable society by developing new 
products and technologies conducive to 
environmental improvement.

In conducting daily business activities, we 
will reduce environmental impact through 
operational improvement and innovation.

1

Study the properties of water, master them, and we 
will create an environment in which nature and man 

are in harmony.

The Kurita Group will conduct business activities 
based on its corporate philosophy and will endeavor 
to solve water and environmental issues with the aim 

of making broad contributions to society.

Enviromental Improvement Promotion System
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Basic Approach
In terms of “internal change, efforts are directed toward reducing the environmental burden caused by all Kurita 
Water Industries worksites and its domestic Group companies. The following discusses actual results for fiscal 2017 
and targets for fiscal 2018.

Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and its domestic Group companies set targets for per-unit energy consumption*3 for 
worksites and companies in line with the spirit of the Act on the Rational Use of Energy (Energy Conservation 
Act) and work to lower the figure. As for the main efforts during fiscal 2017, production sites not only reduced 
their use of heating fuel and cooling water by revising how facilities that undertake high-temperature treatment of 
waste fluids operate and making them more efficient but also cut electricity and fuel use by switching facilities to 
LED lighting and high-efficiency boilers. Because of these measures, the per-unit energy consumption target was 
achieved. On the other, at non-production sites, measures such as restricting use of facilities after 10:00 p.m. at the 
Company’s offices and promoting casual, cool business attire during summer for domestic Group companies, too, 
were implemented, but it was not possible to archive the targets.
 Furthermore, at Kurita Global Technology Center, the Company’s development facilities, solar power 
equipment was installed, and this equipment generated 49,537 kWh in fiscal 2017.

We cut waste volumes substantially compared to the previous fiscal year, achieving our targets. The main factor in 
this achievement was the reduction of substances of environmental concern contained in wastewater emitted from 
customers’ plants at some ultrapure water supply sites.
 The recycling rate target was not achieved due to the fact that all the waste reduced at the 
abovementioned ultrapure water supply sites was subject to recycling and the fact that the volume of waste 
increased with a revision of wastewater standards to comply with environmental laws at a production site.

Results in Fiscal 2017
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Item Targets for fiscal 2017 (Based 
on results in fiscal 2017)

Results in fiscal 
2017

Waste generation Below 33,756 ｔ 27,538 ｔ

Breakdown

C Production sites＊4 Below 32,044 ｔ 25,687 ｔ

D Production sites＊5 Below   1,462 ｔ 1,550 ｔ

Non-production sites＊6 Below      250 ｔ 302 ｔ

Recycling rate 90.5％ or more 89.9％

Breakdown

C Production sites 91.8％ or more 92.1％

D Production sites 72.9％ or more 67.3％

Non-production sites 48.9％ or more 42.7％

Category Target for the fiscal 2017 Result in the fiscal 2017

Production sites ＊1 Average annual decline of 1% since 
fiscal 2013 2.7％ reduction

Non-production sites ＊2 1% year-on-year decline 0.8％ reduction

Environment

Internal Change

＊As for energy use, for one location involved in the ultrapure water supply project when monthly power use is 
calculated was changed starting for fiscal 2014, and steam use, which was omitted from statistics when facilities 
were expanded in fiscal 2016, was added, resulting in revisions to figures reported for September 2017 and before.

＊1 Group companies designated businesses under the Energy Conservation Act, Kurita Water Industries’energy management designated plants, 
　　and Companies and sites manufacturing water treatment chemicals and facilities
＊2 Non-production sites: Kurita Group companies and sites other than those listed above
＊3 The value calculated by dividing energy consumption by production quantity, total floor area or other value closely associated with energy consumption

Pure water systems. Brown pipes carry heated water for the regeneration process.

＊4 Kurita Group companies and sites where the amount of waste generated is influenced by the
   production activities of specific customers

＊5 Kurita Group companies and sites engaged in R&D and the manufacture of water treatment chemicals 
  and water treatment facilities

＊6 Kurita Group companies and sites other than those listed above

＊CO2 emissions are calculated from energy use (electricity, crude oil, 
etc.) using a conversion factor. Furthermore, the approach used for 
supply chain emissions was to use scope 1 and 2, but starting with this 
report, scope 3 was added, resulting in revisions to figures reported for 
September 2017 and before.

CO2 Emissions

Waste Reduction and Increase of Recycling Rate Trends in Waste Generation and Recycling Rate*7

Per-Unit Energy Consumption Energy Consumption (Crude Oil Equivalent)

Recycling rate ＝ Valuable resources + Recycled resources
Valuable resources + Waste generation

＊7

Activity Case ▼

Targets for Fiscal 2018
Item Targets for fiscal 2018 Approach

Specific
energy consumption

Average annual reduction of 1% since fiscal 2014
 (for both production and non-production sites)

Set a target on per-unit energy consumption in 
crude oil equivalent on a site-by-site basis to 
encourage them to address their reduction 
targets.

Waste generation Below the previous fiscal year level Individual sites will set their own targets to 
continuously endeavor to reduce waste 
generation and to increase the recycling rate.Recycling rate Above the previous fiscal year level

Reducing the Environmental Burden of Kurita Water Industries’ Shizuoka Plant
Kurita Water Industries’ Shizuoka plant was opened in 1996 as a design and production base for 
the water treatment facilities business. On the plant grounds there is an office building, small water 
processing system plant, plant for regenerating ion-exchange resin collected from customers’ plants, 
and a plant for producing high-performance ion-exchange resins*2 for next-generation grade ultrapure 
water*1 and high-performance membranes. Including workers from partner companies, about 260 
people work at the plant, which has a relatively heavy environmental burden for the Kurita Group—
this includes energy, such as power used at the previously mentioned office building and plants, and 
wastewater from the regeneration of resins and membranes. The plant became ISO 14001 certified 
and worked to reduce its environmental burden.
 In fiscal 2017, efforts were made to lessen the environmental burden by rebuilding the pure 
water production system in the resin regeneration plant. It is necessary to regenerate ion-exchange 
resins employed in pure water production systems using chemical products because the resin’s ability 
to exchange ions declines as water passes through. Since it is possible to more efficiency regenerate 
resins when the water used in the process is heated, the facilities were renovated so that pipes that 
carry the regeneration water pass through the heating equipment used by other facilities. Therefore, 
it was possible to reduce energy use, regeneration chemical products, and regeneration wastewater 
by reducing the regeneration frequency. Other improvements were made, such as reviewing how the 
ultrapure pure water production system is operated and optimizing water use for membrane cleaning.

＊1 Ultrapure water: Water with a purity level of near 100% prepared by removing ions, organic substances, air, fine particles, microorganisms, 
   and other impurities to the maximum degree

＊2 Ion-exchange resin: One type of composite resin that functions to exchange ions in the water with those in the resin. 
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Total Environmental Impact

Environment

I N PUT OUTPUT

Materials

Energy

● Materials for chemicals 21,030 t

● Packing materials 395 t

● Copy paper 159 t

● General waste 292 t

● Industrial waste 24,795 t

● Specially regulated industrial waste 2,451 t

Water

● Tap water 590,059 m3

● Recycled amount 24,704 t

● Electricity 240,727 MWh

● Gasoline 1,154 ㎘

● Light oil 158 ㎘

● Kerosene 321 ㎘

● Class-A heavy oil 623 ㎘

● LPG 4,187 m3

● LNG 10,332,000 m3

● Chilled water 549,486 GJ

● Steam 124,467 GJ

Production of chemicals
 33,872 t

CO2 emissions
 191,412 t

Waste sold as valuable resources
 465 t

Sewage amount
 517,406 m3

Recycling rate
 89.9 %

PRTR-regulated substances
 0.6 t

 27,538 t
Waste amount
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The following diagram shows the total environmental impact of the Kurita Group in fiscal 2017.

We introduced environmental accounting to collect data on our environmental conservation costs, identify 
their effects, and improve our environmental efficiency.

Internal Change

＊The amount of materials used in manufacturing water treatment 
facilities is not shown in the above table due to difficulties 
collecting numerical data on these materials.

＊The production amount of water treatment facilities is not shown in the 
above table due to difficulties collecting numerical data on the facilities.

Recycling rate＝
Waste sold as valuable resources + Recycled amount
Waste sold as valuable resources + Waste amount

Environmental Accounting

Field of activity Main initiatives
FY2016 FY2017

Investment 
(million yen)

Expenses 
(million yen)

Investment 
(million yen)

Expenses 
(million yen)

1.　CO2 Introduction of energy-saving equipment 62 1,457 86 1,280

2.　Waste Introduction of equipment for waste reduction, 
appropriate treatment of waste — 238 — 213

3.　Chemical substances Personnel expenses for the management of 
chemical substances 15 15 45 16

4.　Water Introduction of exhaust equipment to improve 
the working environment 94 522 154 506

5.　Air Enhancement and maintenance of wastewater 
treatment systems 13 28 19 26

6.　Soil Improvement of in-house equipment for storage 
of liquid chemicals — 11 4 9

Total 184 2,271 307 2,050

Environmental impact Environmental 
benefits 

(Reduction)
Economic benefits

 (Million yen)FY2016 FY2017 Year-on-year 
change

CO2 emissions (t) 192,815 191,412 99.3% 1,403 Expense reduction -57

Breakdown

Electricity (MWh) 238,457 240,727 101.0%
Gasoline （kℓ） 1,295 1,154 89.1%
Light oil （kℓ） 184 158 85.9%
Kerosene（kℓ） 281 321 114.2%
Class-A heavy oil （kℓ） 683 623 91.1%
LPG（m3） 4,114 4,187 101.8%
LNG（m3） 10,701,000 10,332,000 96.6%
Chilled water （GJ） 550,781 549,486 99.8%
Steam （GJ） 104,400 124,467 119.2%
Tap water（m3） 170,904 168,812 98.8%
Copy paper （t） 142 159 112.0%

Waste amount（t） 33,756 27,538 81.6% 6,218
Reduction in 
treatment 
expenses

327

Breakdown
General waste （t） 283 292 103.2%
Industrial waste （t） 30,238 24,795 82.0%
Specially regulated industrial waste（t） 3,235 2,451 75.8%

Recycled amount（t） 31,069 24,704 79.5%

Waste sold as valuable resources（t） 587 465 79.2% Income from the 
sale of waste -20

Recycling rate （％） 90.5 89.9 
Total 250

Environmental Conservation Costs

Environmental Benefits and Economic Benefits

1. Calculation period
  April 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017
2. Calculation range
  (1) Environmental conservation costs
    Kurita Water Industries, Ltd. : Kurita Global Technology Center, Shizuoka Plant, Yokkaichi Sub-branch, Kameyama Sub-branch, Sakai Sub-branch 
   Domestic Subsidiaries: Head Office of Kurita Chemical Manufacturing Ltd., Mie Plant, Iga Plant, Ooita Plant of Kuritec Service Co., Ltd.
  (2) Environmental and economic benefits
    The Kurita Group
    ＊The calculation range of “environmental preservation cost” accounted for 96% of the Kurita Group’s total CO2 emissions and 94% of the 
   　  Kurita Group,s total waste generation.
3. Calculation method
  (1) Calculation is performed according to the Environmental Accounting Guidelines (2005 edition) of the Japanese Ministry of the Environment.
  (2) Environmental conservation expenses include depreciation of environmental investments made in previous years (on environmentally 
    conscious equipment) and personnel expenses necessary for environmental improvement activities.
  (3) Items whose environmental effects are difficult to quantify directly are evaluated by estimating the proportion that serves for environmental 
    improvement.
  (4) Economic benefits are calculated by applying a unit price as of March 2016 for every item of the emission reduction of CO2 and waste.

Note: Units in the table above are round off. As such, total amounts shown may not equal the individual sum.
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Environment Environment

Technological Innovation

Basic Approach
As for technological innovation, Kurita Water Industries Ltd. strives to contribute to creating a sustainable society 
by developing new products and technologies to respond to various environmental issues that are difficult to solve 
with existing technologies. New products and technologies developed in fiscal 2017 are discussed here.

Development Success for Fiscal 2017
Fiscal 2017 new products and technologies that contribute to a better environment 

New products and technologies

Improvement targets

Energy Waste
Substances of 
environmental 

concern
Water 

pollutants

Water treatment chemicals for industrial power boilers that 
use materials that do not fall under the PRTR ＊1 Law

○ ○

Solid chemicals for small cooling water tanks that is effective 
for removing Legionella bacteria, inhibiting corrosion, and 
preventing scale

○

Sludge dehydrating water treatment agent for sludge that is 
difficult to dehydrate

○

Dehydrating agent for slurry generated during underground 
tunnel construction

○ ○

Water treatment chemicals for large seawater desalination 
plants to inhibit pollution deriving from microorganisms

○

Compact wastewater reclamation technology compatible 
with diverse water qualities

○ ○

Wet-type methane fermentation system for low-energy, 
low-waste biogas power generation using ANAMMOX ＊2

(anaerobic ammonium oxidation) bacteria
○ ○ ○

Tools that help minimize water and heat usage in LCD and 
semiconductor manufacturing processes

○ ○ ○

Tools that support proposals to reduce environmental 
burden in water treatment facilities

○ ○ ○

DReeM PolymerTM  Awarded the  Environmental Technology Award 
for the 49th JCIA Technology Award
In May 2017, Kurita Water Industries’ multi-functional polymer material DReeM PolymerTM was awarded the 
Environmental Technology Award at the “49th JCIA Technology Award” sponsored by the Japan Chemical 
Industry Association (JCIA). DReeM PolymerTM is a revolutionary water treatment chemical material that 
not only has a dispersion effect that prevents deposits such as calcium, silica, etc., present in boiler water 
attaching to the interior of boilers as scales＊ but also removes scales that 
have accumulated. Using the chemical makes it possible to dramatically cut 
CO2 emissions due to reduced boiler fuel use because it not only maintains 
heat conductivity by removing scales but also makes it possible to reuse 
water condensed from boiler steam that contains scales as boiler water. The 
award was given because both the environmental benefit and contribution to 
advances in science and technology were highly praised.

C O L U M N

Adhering to Environment-Related Laws and Ordinances
Kurita Water Industries Ltd., and its domestic Group companies check the state of compliance with environment-
related laws and ordinances at each facility through self-checks by the responsible party at the particular facility 
and on-site inspections of sampled facilities by the E&S Committee Secretariat. In fiscal 2017, there were no major 
corrections that resulted in a suspension of operation or environmental pollutants. On the other hand, for offices, 
mainly sales offices with few staff, multiple problems, such as signs not being posted at waste material collection 
sites and on-site checks not being made at interim processing facilities of waste material service providers, were 
confirmed, and corrective measures were implemented.
 In addition, for washing facilities used for analysis, it was confirmed through a self-check that there were 
cases when it was necessary to register as a designated facility under the Water Pollution Prevention Act; therefore, 
the necessary steps were taken, and it was decided to add this to self-checks in the future. Inquiries were made to 
the responsible authorities of prefectures where worksites with washing facilities are located, and it was confirmed 
that there were no violations of laws, ordinances, etc.

Efforts to Improve Environmental Awareness
Kurita Water Industries Ltd. and its domestic Group companies undertake 
various efforts to raise the environmental awareness of employees. In fiscal 
2017, Kurita Water Industries distributed to all employees an explanatory 
pamphlet on issues such as why the Company undertakes environment 
improvement activities, details of these activities, and other basic 
information, including activity rules and policies, and the understanding
of employees was checked through an e-learning program.
 Furthermore, both the Company and its domestic Group companies 
conduct e-learning related to environmental laws and hold participation-
type “Environmental Months” during which experiences and ideas related to 
better environment activities are solicited from executives, employees, and 
temporary staff both in Japan and overseas. In fiscal 2017, more than 1,200 
people submitted items, which were compiled into a pamphlet, and the 
pamphlet was presented to people who had submitted items.

Acquisition of ISO 14001 Certification
One better environment activity undertaken by Kurita Water Industries and its domestic Group companies is offices 
that have a heavy environmental burden become ISO14001 certified and then operate in line with that management 
system.

Acquisition of ISO 14001 Certification

Company name Plant name Date of registration

Percent of fiscal 2017 environmental 
burden for certified offices and the 

Company

CO2 emissions Waste 
generation

Kurita Water Industries

Shizuoka, Yamaguchi, Toyoura, 
and Tsuruga Plant July 1, 1998

43.7％ 96.0％

Kameyama Sub-branch October 12, 2004

Sakai Sub-branch March 18, 2011

Kurita Chemical Manufacturing Head Office, Ako Sub-branch March 24, 1997

Kurita Buil-Tech March 25, 2002

Kuritaz February 25, 2000

Kuritec Service February 14, 2003

Some of the submitted items

＊１ Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR): A system for registering the amount of pollutants released and transferred. 
＊２ ANAMMOX bacteria: Microorganisms that breakdown ammonia from nitrous acid to nitrogen gas. 

＊Scales: Deposits of materials such as calcium and silica contained in water on the interior of boilers. They dramatically reduce heat conduction and 
results in lower fuel efficiency and durability of the boiler.
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Customer Example

Katsuhiko Kokubu

Hirohiko Ejiri

Basic Approach
As for customer needs, Kurita Water Industries is working to reduce the environmental burden and neutralize hazardous 
materials at the plants and offices of customers through Kurita Group products, technologies and services. The Company 
proposes water and environment- related solutions for issues such as “improving productivity”, “reducing the environmental 
burden,”and “conserving and generating energy,” and calculates the reduced environmental burden that customers can 
enjoy by adopting those proposals as “environmental benefits for customers (estimate.)”

Under the leadership of President Kadota, the Kurita Group has 
shifted away from traditional environment-centered activities to 
CSR activities which include social aspects. “The Environmental 
Report” was also changed to “the Social and Environmental 
Report”. The stance of stressing the environment and society 
reflects the strong desire of top management, and these activities 
are expected to continue into the future.
 The Kurita Group has traditionally undertaken quality 
environmental management and environmental information 
management and communication activities, and it is trying to 
also reinforce its management of societal issues, including human 
rights and contributions to society. At this time, the choice and 
breakdown of KPIs will be an important point. For that purpose, 
materiality analysis and dialogue with stakeholders will probably 
be effective.
 The Kurita Group has undertaken a rapid global 
expansion over the past several years, and there has been a 
sudden increase in both overseas sales and overseas employees. 
It is important that the Group manage and communicate 
information not only on the environment but also on social issues, 
including that related to overseas. Therefore, it is vital that “Kurita 
CSR” activities take root in overseas group companies, just like 
they have in domestic group companies. To do so, international 
guidelines such as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
should be used as reference.
 Efforts will be made to promote both top-down and 
bottom-up activities, and it is hoped that this will develop in an 
interactive manner.

The CSR Management Evaluation Statement 
is posted on the website.

We would like to thank Professor Kokubu for his valuable opinions.
 The Kurita Group has responded to problems related not only to 
environmental issues but also business continuity and is aware that there are 
aspects of its disclosure activities that need to be improved. The Kurita Group 
Environmental Report that has been released until now was revised and transformed 
into the Kurita Group Social and Environmental Report in order to cover overall CSR 
activities, including contributions to the environment, compliance, and corporate 
governance.
 Taking into consideration international guidelines such as the SDGs, the 
Kurita Group will once again indicate the value it provides and responsibilities it 
fulfills related to society and environmental issues through its CSR Policy. In addition, 
we will make good use of management indicators, effectively distribute information, 
and promote constructive dialogue with all stakeholders.
 Initiatives which address CSR issues and realizing business plans are 
inseparable from each other. We will strive to increase enterprise value.

Professor, Graduate School of Business Administration, 
Kobe University. Appointed Dean of the Graduate School
in 2014 to 2016.
          Earned a Ph.D. in Business Administration from 
Osaka City University. He has served on many various 
governmental committees, including chair of the 
Committee for Research on Promotion of Development of 
Environmental Business and for Environmental Accounting 
appointed by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry, 
and member of the Working Group for the Revision of the 
Environmental Accounting Guidelines for the Ministry of the 
Environment. He also chairs ISO/TC207/WG8. Professor 
Kokubu is a leading global expert in environmental 
management and accounting and in CSR management.

Director
General Manager of Corporate 
Planning Division
Chairperson of the E&S Committee

Environment

Customers, Needs

Third-Party Opinion/In Response to the Third-Party Opinion

Daicel Safety Systems Inc., which mainly produces inflators 
for car airbags, needed to improve the energy efficiency of its 
businesses activities in line with the Daicel Group’s Responsible 
Care Basic Policy.
 For this customer, one of the issues was improving 
the energy efficiency and reducing energy use of its cooling 
water equipment for air conditioning. Kurita Water Industries 
proposed first removing scales that formed on the heat 
exchanger of the cooling water equipment and then inhibiting 
their formation using water treatment chemicals.
 Having adopted these proposals, the Company 
reduced power use 44% by optimizing the heat exchange 
efficiency of the cooling water facilities, and it was possible to 
maintain those benefits.

Daicel Safety Systems Inc.

Electric power consumption 
reduced by 44%

We thought highly of Kurita Water Industries’ 
proposal because it was appropriate for 
the issues we faced and it was possible to 
dramatically reduce energy use as expected. 
In the future, we expect to work with Kurita 
Water Industries to introduce the proposal 
horizontally throughout the plant and receive 
other proposals to improve the quality of 
industrial water.

Kurita Water Industries’website includes various example of 
improvements, including this one.
http://www.kurita.co.jp/english/environment/index.html

Customer’s Voice

Fuel and electric power consumption cuts with 
the use of water treatment chemicals for boilers 
and cooling facilities, and water conservation with 
the use of wastewater reclamation systems

Reduction in the amount of wastewater treated 
by wastewater treatment systems

Reduction in the volume of contaminated soil 
and groundwater removed by excavation or 
treated by in-situ purification

Exhaust gas including odorous components 
treated with catalytic cracker

Reduction of sludge with the use of 
dehydration agents and anaerobic wastewater 
treatment facilities, and waste reduction with 
the introduction of drying machines

Removal of hazardous substances by the use 
of heavy metal stabilizers, and reduction in the 
use of chemicals through replacement with a 
regeneration type demineralizer

● CO2 Emissions Reduction ● Water Savings ● Waste Reduction ● Reduction of Environmentally
　 Harmful Substances

● Wastewater Treatment ● Air Pollutant Treatment● Remediation of 
　 Contaminated Soil

Environmental Benefits for Customers

Evaluation

In Response to the Third-Party Opinion

Mr. Kosuke Inoue 

Heat exchanger interior before the cleaning

Comparison of electricity use before and 
after proposal adopted

After cleaning

Production Engineering 
Department

▶http://www.kurita.co.jp/english/index.html

t- CO2 per year tons per year000 m3 per year119,681 79,18829,017 tons per year1,776

Nm3 per year12,849 210 393000 m3 per year 000 m3 per year
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